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Short comment: Mazeran, C.

General comment 1

I think there should be a reference for the MERIS 3rd reprocessing, maybe
this one from MERIS QWG http://earth.eo.esa.int/pcs/envisat/meris/ documen-
tation/meris_3rd_reproc/MERIS_3rd_Reprocessing_Changes.pdf - The "standard
MEGS processor (Case-2...)" should be identical to Case-2 regional processor C2R;
at least in the principle. You write it in section 4 but it could maybe be said be-
fore. Also I think a specific reference is missing in section 2.3.2 (either the same
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as C2R, Doerffer and Schiller, 2007, or ATBDs 2.12 and 2.25 on this page C846
https://earth.esa.int/instruments/meris/atbd/). This explains very consistent results be-
tween "MEGS" and "Case-2R" in some cases, but see next comment.

Reply to general comment 1

The recommendation by the reviewer is fully taken into account. All the suggested
references will be included in the paper.

General comment 2

PCD_1_13 should not be considered for "MEGS", it is only meaningful for the Case-1
branch, not the Case-2 products you considered here. It also could explain problems
like "the standard processor removed 60% of the match-ups"

Reply to general comment 2

The recommendation by the reviewer will be taken into account for future comparisons.

General comment 3

For "MEGS/Case-2", do you really consider the rhow from the NN, which are only
intermediate outputs of ODESA (whereas the standard rhow outputs in L2 are from the
Case-1 branch) ? Not sure from what you write in section 4. If so, it should be better
describe for reader’s comprehension, with new references for the Case-1 branch.
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Reply to general comment 3

This study did not consider the rhow from the NN which as pointed out by the reviewer
are intermediate outputs of ODESA. The study used only the standard products of
ODESA/MEGS as described in the method section. However, the suggestion to include
the references for the Case-1 branch will be performed.

General comment 4

You write "The atmospheric correction in MEGS was more accurate for these cases
than FUB and C2R", but if it concerns rhow from the Case-1 atmospheric correction, it
cannot explain results on SPM.

Reply to comment 4

The authors fully agree with the comment of reviewer. The paragraph may mislead the
reader. Therefore, the sentence referred to by the reviewer has been removed from the
discussion.

General comment 5

In legends of tables 6 to 11 it’s no clear if ICOL is used or not (although it is clear in the
text).

Reply to the comment 5

All the suggested editorial changes will be performed.
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General comment 6

The "RMS_RD" naming is a bit confusing to me; the RMS classically includes both
bias and noise and is an absolute measure of error; here you first adapt it considering
the relative difference, which could be sqrt[1/N *sum_i ((y_i-x_i)/x_i)ËĘ2 ], but also you
remove the bias and define RMS_SD by sqrt[1/N *sum_i ((y_i-x_i)/x_i-MNB)ËĘ2], so at
the end the couple (MNB, RMS_RD) characterize the distribution of the relative error,
and "RMS" is a bit confusing to me. Also, the RMS_SD is very large, sometimes bigger
than the MNB, this shows a somehow "random" error and MNB could be meaningless
(I mean, not robust, very sensitive if you just remove 1 point; the classical RMS would
be more robust)

Reply to comment 7

The naming of the root mean square error of the relative differences (RMSRD) was
aimed to help the reader by emphasizing the relative measure of error. It does provide
a measure of the random errors as mentioned by the reviewer. However, the use of
the couple MNB and RMSRD is to be consistent and facilitate the comparison of results
with previous studies in our region of interest, i.e. Kratzer and Vinterhav (2010), Kratzer
et al (2008). Therefore, the authors would like to keep the current naming of the metrics
used.

Comment 8

You explain some problems of the FUB NN by use of Coastlooc dataset in the train-
ing, but to my knowledge this is also true for the bio-optical NN of Case-2R and
MEGS/Case-2, at least the spectral shape of IOP.
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Reply to comment 8

As the reviewer commented, the training of the FUB NN was done only by us-
ing the Coastlooc dataset which is also true for the bio-optical NN of Case-2R and
MEGS/Case-2. However, the bio-optical NN of the latter two processors also included
in its training data from other field campaigns, namely, COLORS/MAPP, REVAMP and
MAVT (Doerffer and Schiller, 2007), therefore we can expect some differences with the
the spectral shape of IOPs.

Comment 9

"ESA" is missing in last sentence of acknowledgement.

Reply to comment 9

The suggested editorial changes will be performed.
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